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Foundational
Concepts

Foundational Concepts



PDFs are often the

PDFs are often the default



PDFs are used a lot, including internally



Accessibility laws apply to

Accessibility laws apply to everything



Mobile App & SAAS

The laws DO apply 
to your library

The power of the Web is in its 

universality. Access by everyone 

regardless of disability is an essential 

aspect.—Tim Berners-Lee



Guidelines



Best practice, from to desirable:



What is

Automated

Less time

Less accurate

Manually

More time

More accurate



It’s the source file that



You CONVERT, not 



The 10 Rules



https://www.w3.
org/TR/WCAG20
-TECHS/pdf

W3C

https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20-TECHS/pdf


1. Declare the document’s language

https://it.umn.edu/services-technologies/how-tos/microsoft-word-set-document-
language

https://it.umn.edu/services-technologies/how-tos/microsoft-word-set-document-language


2. Include a title for your document

https://learntech.engr.tamu.edu/faculty-tutorials/accessibility/accessibility-
series/add-document-title-into-word-document-or-pdf

https://learntech.engr.tamu.edu/faculty-tutorials/accessibility/accessibility-series/add-document-title-into-word-document-or-pdf


3. Use header styles instead of manually bolding a 
header or changing its font size

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/video-improve-accessibility-with-
heading-styles-68f1eeff-6113-410f-8313-b5d382cc3be1

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/video-improve-accessibility-with-heading-styles-68f1eeff-6113-410f-8313-b5d382cc3be1


4. Ensure that said headers are orderly



5. Include a brief description of your images via 
alternative text



The Word Accessibility Checker



Screenshot of how to pull up MIcrosoft Word Accessiblity
checker

What the accessibility checker sees



Identify the meaning of shapes and icons that you might 
use



6. Ensure color contrast ratios are met



Other contrast checkers

• WebAIM 
(https://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/)

• Color Contrast Checker 
(https://coolors.co/contrast-checker/112a46-
acc8e5 )

• WCAG Color Contrast Checker 
(https://accessibleweb.com/color-contrast-
checker/ )

https://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/
https://coolors.co/contrast-checker/112a46-acc8e5
https://accessibleweb.com/color-contrast-checker/


7. Resist the urge to use tables to manage your 
content layout

Here is some text

Here is some more text.

Here is yet more text.

NO
Vegetables Fruits

Cabbage Apples

Kale Bananas

Cucumbers Pears

YES



8. Declare header row in any data tables you 
create



9. Ensure that links have a clear purpose

Click here for more 
bestsellers 

More bestsellers



10. Remember not to leave inline bookmarks 
hanging without its partner link



What about
scans?



What is 

Optical

Character

Recognition 



Can OCR be done 
for

YES!



Google Docs OCR



Tools to
Help



Mobile App & SAAS

30 minute sessions

Adobe Acrobat Pro

Adobe Acrobat Functionality, Part One

https://vimeo.com/350145494/f32a50842c

Adobe Acrobat Functionality, Part Two

https://vimeo.com/350145515/116fd6e7e6

Even more from LevelAccess

https://www.levelaccess.com/resources/pdf-

accessibility-basics-webinar-series/

https://vimeo.com/350145494/f32a50842c
https://vimeo.com/350145515/116fd6e7e6
https://www.levelaccess.com/resources/pdf-accessibility-basics-webinar-series/


How to create & 
use 

https://www.techrepublic.com/article/how-to-create-
and-use-word-bookmarks-to-navigate-a-long-document/

https://www.techrepublic.com/article/how-to-create-and-use-word-bookmarks-to-navigate-a-long-document/


https://www.makeuseof.com/tag/top-5-free-ocr-software-tools-to-convert-your-images-into-text-
nb/

7 Best Free OCR Software Apps to Convert Images Into Text

https://www.makeuseof.com/tag/top-5-free-ocr-software-tools-to-convert-your-images-into-text-nb/


Test and

What AT sees is

not what YOU see



https://pave-pdf.org/index.html

PAVE

https://pave-pdf.org/index.html


PAVE evaluation results



The takeaways



Build

Easiest way
to reach
the goal



Shift away from

The one argument for accessibility that doesn’t get 
made nearly often enough is how extraordinarily 
better it makes some people’s lives. How many 

opportunities do we have to dramatically improve 
people’s lives just by doing our job a little 

better?—Steven Krug



THANK

WWW.MEANLAURA.COM

Thank you
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